Evaluation, and Grading:

- Daily Performance: 40%
- Quizzes: 20%
- Homework: 15%
- Final Exam (Grammar/Writing/Oral Interview) 25%

1st week

Hour 1 Course introduction
  Review: GUP (Greeting and Useful Phrases) & CI (Classroom Instructions),
  Review: JSL 1-4C Utilizations (Instructor’s choice)

Hour 2 Review: JWL L1-8
  Review: JWL 9A # 1 – 13 (pp. 135 – 142)

Hour 3 Lecture: 10A  * Read the section(s) covered in the lecture before you come to class.

Hour 4 JWL Reading Writing Exercises A – C (pp.143 – 144)
  JWL 9A (p. 145) Scanning Exercise
  Writing exercise based on JWL L1 - 8

Hour 5 Review: JSL 5-8C Utilizations (Instructor’s choice)
  Review: JSL 9C Utilizations 1-10

2nd week

Hour 1 New: JSL 10A CC1 (Note: supplementary vocabulary)
  Review: JSL 9C Utilizations 11-20

Hour 2 New: JSL 10A CC 2
  Review: JSL 9C Utilizations 21-31

Hour 3 Lecture: 10A, 10B preview  * Read the section(s) covered in the lecture before you come to class.

Hour 4 New: JWL 9B #14-25 (pp.150-155)
  JWL 9A Scanning Exercise (p.145)
  Homework 1 Due: JWL 9B Kanji Writing Practice (p.160-161)

Hour 5 New: JSL 10A CC 3
  Practice: JSL 10A Drills A-C

3rd week

Hour 1 New: JSL 10A CC 4
  Practice: JSL 10A Drills D-G

Hour 2 New: JSL 10B CC 1
  Practice: JSL 10A Drills H-K

Hour 3 Lecture: JSL 10B  
  QUIZ 1 – JSL 10A grammar

Hour 4 Practice: 9B Scanning Exercise (p.157)
  JWL 9B Dictation Exercise
  Homework 2 Due: JWL 9B Reading Writing Ex. (pp.156-157)
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Hour 5 New: JSL 10B CC 2
Practice: JSL 10A Drills L-O

Hour 1 New: JSL 10B CC 3 & 4
Practice: JSL 10A Drills P-S

Hour 2 New: JSL 11A CC 1
Practice: JSL 10B Drills A-D

Hour 3 Lecture: 11A
**QUIZ 2** – JSL 10B grammar

Hour 4 New: JWL 10A # 26-38 (pp.162-168)
Practice: JWL 10A Reading Selection (p.168),
Reading Writing Exercises II (p.170)
**Homework 3 Due:** JWL 10A Kanji Writing Practice (pp.173-174)

Hour 5 New: JSL 11A CC 2
Practice: JSL 10B Drills E-I

Hour 1 New: JSL 11A CC 3, classifiers for people on p.294
Practice: JSL 10B Drills J-N

Hour 2 New: JSL 11A CC 4
Review: JSL 10C Utilization 1-20

Hour 3 Lecture: JSL 11B
**QUIZ 3** – JSL L10 Eavesdropping

Hour 4 Practice: 10A Scanning Exercise (p.170)
JWL 10A Dictation Exercise
**Homework 4 Due:** JWL 10A Reading Writing Ex. I (pp.169-170)

Hour 5 Review: JSL 10C Utilization 21-30
Practice: JSL 11A Drills A-E

Hour 1 Review: JSL 10C Utilization 30-40
Practice: JSL 11A Drills F-J

Hour 2 New: JSL 11B CC 1 Be sure to read the miscellaneous notes!
Family terms: goryoosin – okaasan and their generic counterparts
Practice: JSL 11A Drills K-N

Hour 3 Lecture: Review 11B 12A preview
**QUIZ 4** – JSL 11A grammar

Hour 4 New: JWL 10B # 39-50 (pp.175-181)
Practice: JWL Reading Selection (p.182)
Reading Writing Exercise II (p.185)
**Homework 5 Due:** JWL 10B Kanji Writing Practice (pp.188-189)

Hour 5 New: JSL 11B CC 2
Practice: JSL 11A Drills O-Q
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Hour 1 New: JSL 11B CC 3
Practice: JSL 11B Drills A-D

Hour 2 New: JSL 12A CC 1
Practice: JSL 11B Drills E-H

Hour 3 Lecture: JSL 12A
**QUIZ 5** – JSL 11B grammar

Hour 4 Practice: JWL 10B Scanning Exercise (p.185)
JWL 10B Dictation Exercise
**Homework 6 Due:** JWL 10B Reading Writing Ex. IA-D (pp.183-185)

Hour 5 Veterans Day – University closed

8th week

Hour 1 New: JSL 12A CC 2
Practice: JSL 11B Drills I-L

Hour 2 New: JSL 12A CC 3
Practice: JSL 12A Drills A-D

Hour 3 Lecture: JSL 12B
**QUIZ 6** – JSL L11 Eavesdropping

Hour 4 New: JWL 11A *27 - #63 (pp.190-198)
Practice: JWL 11A Reading Selection (p.199)
Reading/Writing Exercise III (p.202)
**Homework 7 Due:** JWL 11A Kanji Writing Practice (pp.206-208)

Hour 5 New: JSL 12B CC 1
Practice: JSL 12A Drills E-H

9th week

Hour 1 New: JSL 12B CC 2
Practice: JSL 12A Drills I-L

Hour 2 New: JSL 12B CC3
Practice: JSL 12A Drills M-Q
**Homework 8 Due:** JWL 11A Reading Writing Ex. I & II (pp.200-202)

Hour 3 Lecture: Grammar review for final exam (9A – 11B)
**QUIZ 7** – JSL 12A grammar

Hour 4 Happy Thanksgiving!

Hour 5 University closed

10th week

Hour 1 Review: JSL 11C Utilization 1-20
Practice: JSL 12B Drills A-C

Hour 2 Practice: JSL 12B Drills D-H
Review: JSL 11C Utilization 21-34
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Hour 3  **Final Grammar Exam (10A-12B)**

Hour 4  Practice: Scanning Exercise (pp.202-203)
        JWL 11A Dictation Exercise
        **Final Reading Writing Exam**

Hour 5  Oral interview practice